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INTRODUCTION 

tics of British  Columbia  coals  from  different  seams, 
This study is concerned with the  washability characteris- 

geological  formations.  coalfields  and  regions. In the  initial 

over the  province was completed. Analysis of the data and 
stage of the project,  compilation of washability data from all 

characteristics  became  the  major task of the project. Classi- 
relating it to known  geological  conditions as well as seam 

cal washability  parameters were used together with the 
washability  number  and degree-of-washing parameters. A 
cornparison of coal washability  from  different  regions was 
also a  part of the. washability  analysis  process. Special 
emphasis was put  on  comparing the  washability numbers 
between coal seam:,, as this  parameter appears  to he a better 
indicator of ease of washing of a  coal seam. I t  defines the 
boundary  between  free mineral matter  and mineral matter 

associated with cleaning, to a specific clean-coal  product. 
intergrown with coal. It also gives a scale of difficulties 

Coals discussed in this paper  are from  two major  British 
Columbia  coalfields: the northeast or Peace River  area and 
the  southeast or East  Kootenay  area (Figures 4-3-1 and 2). 
Due to complex  genlogical conditions in both regions, local 
changes in cod  quality are  quite  common. Variations are not 
only within the formations, but also among the  individual 
seams.  Therefore,  using  washability  numbers  for  com- 
parison is even mlxe desirable. as they provide  a  single 
numeric measure of the variation. 

BACKGROUND 
The washability of any  particular  coal  seam is directly 

related to the  amount and type of mineral  matter  associated 
with the coal  matter (macerals).  The mode of association is 
a result of the  sedimentation  conditions that prevailed dur- 
ing formation of the coal seam. 

marshes. These  swamps and marshes  are formed  from dif- 
Coal seams have their origin in peat-forming  swamps and 

ferent  plant  communities. each having its own set of biolog- 
ical and  geochemical  conditions. Mixtures of macerals  and 
minerals  are formed in these environmentally distinct  areas. 
The individual ecosystems  control the  formation  and com- 
position of differen):  layers within the coal seam, referred to 
as lithotypes. 

The compositional  characteristics of lithotypes control 

and mechanical  properties of coal are governed by the 
the coal  quality within the seams. Many physical,  chemical 

lithotype  composition  (Jeremic, 19x0: Falcon  and  Falcon. 

berry, 1988). Stratigraphically,  each seam represents a sepa- 
1987; Hower et ul . ,  19x7; Hower, 1988: Hower  and  Line- 

rate sequence of lilhotypes, with specific  coal  quality in 
terms of type  and @,rade. 
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of coal quality are the  amounl  and type of mineral  matter 
From the  washability point of view, the  in portant aspects 

found within the  coal seam.  The variation in  mineral  matter 
content is not only due to the .iissociat.on o macerals with 
minerals  (lithotypes),  but a h )  due I O  m ning metilocs, 

however, is retlected in a lower yield of clei n product from 
which may  result in out-ol'-:;eam dilutio  I.  This eFFect, 

a  given seam. 

and  faulting of seams, resultin;!; in shewing of coal. Shear- 
An important factor in coal (quality variahility is fokling 

ing  leads to increased  friabilily of cc'als a d  results in a 
disproportionate  amount of ilnes  and p o x  washability 
characteristics (Bustin, 1982), ;as is the case in many (81' the 
coal-bearing formations in wesl,ern Canada. ' h e  poor vias?- 
ability of sheared coals is especially evident vhen the stear- 

dissemination of comminuted  floor  or roof rt ck  through  the 
ing plane is close to the confal:t of a >earn.  This resu Is  in 

coal,  as pointed  out by Bustin. and  diffi :ulty ariscs in 
distinguishing  and  separating qheared rock from the coal 
seam. 

of clean coal, amount of nealygavity matvrial and 'oth4:r 
The  ease of washing, as tr.vlitionall:j me; sured by kield 

washability  parameters, is nc't ,always the t: :st measure (of 
the  intrinsic character of a  particular cual se. .m (Sarka. arld 
Das, IY74; Sarkar et a/., 1977; Sanders and Brooks, IY86; 
Holuszko  and Grieve, 1990). F:x  example, clean  coal yie d 
is strongly  influenced by the amount *of ou -of-seam dilu- 
tion.  Furthermore,  yield-ash an:l density-yie d relation,;hips 
are coal dependent, and cannnt be reliably u ed to conlpl'e 

of different origin. 
washability of various coal se;ms. espe8:ially if the coal!,  al-e 

The introduction of washab'lity number by Sarkar  and 
Das (1974) made it possible t(l classify anc correlate < m 1 1  

teristics. The washability number  appears o be the only 
seams in accordance with their inherent was1 ability ch.lra1:- 

parameter not affected  appreciably by m y  l i  rge increase in 
extraneous mineral matter in t'le raw coal.  When u s 4  in 
conjunction with other washahility parmete  s it becomes a 
very useful tool to assess the ease of washi1 g of coal. 

OBJECTIVES 
The  aims of the project are threefold: 
0 To compile available  wa:;habilit) ddt; and creile a 

computer database  file f w  future use. 
0 To  analyze the data in order to look fc r relationrhi~ls 

between  the  washability  characterist  cs  and  olher 
inherent  properties of coal, such its its m k  and Iy:. 

0 To accommodate  washa:dity  paramxers SUI:~I a s  
washability number and degree of waihing inlc the 
new classification  systero (Alpern et a ., 1989) a?, an 
alternative to the  yield of dean   cod  at I Sreselectec, ash 
levels. Yield of clean coal is a  purely technical tmn  
used to describe the  final I:lroduct and c oes not reflect 
the natural characteristic5 of coal. 
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Coal deposits and location of mines in the  study area; Peace River  coalfield of northeast  British Columhia. 
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Figure 4-3-2. Coal  deposits and locations of mines in the study area: East Kaotenay coalfield of southeast British :olumbia. 
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After compiling washability data  from various  British 
Columbia coalfields it  became possible to compare wash- 
ability characteristics of coal seams  from different  regions. 
The  comparison of the two  major  coal-producing coalfields. 
Peace  River and  East  Kootenay, is the subject of this paper. 

GEOLOGICAL  SETTINGS 

regions produce all of the metallurgical coal in the province. 
Coal deposits in the Peace River and East Kootenay 

The  coal measures lie within  the Rocky Mountain  Front 
Ranges  and Foothills of British Columbia.  The northeast 
British Columbia  (Peace  River) coalfield contains  coals of 
Early  and  Late Cretaceous  age,  whereas the coal deposits in 
the southeast  (East  Kootenay)  are of Jurassic-Cretaceous 

ted in deltaic  and alluvial  plain environments. Tectonism 
age.  Coa-bearing strata throughout the  region were deposi- 

associated with mountain  building has resulted in strongly 
faulted and folded coal measures.  The  coals  are mainly 
medium  to low-volatile bituminous in rank,  and are gener- 
ally very suitable for good quality  coke  (Smith, 19x9). 

PEACE; RIVER COALFIELD 

within the northern  inner  Foothills  belt, which extends 
Coal deposits of the Peace  River coalfield  are found 

northwestwards  for  more than 300 kilometres  from  the 
Alberta ~ British Columbia  border  east of Prince George 

geological formations, but the major coal  measures of the 
(Figure 4-3-1). The coal deposits  occur in four different 

region are in  the  Early Cretaceous  Gething Formation of the 
Bullhead Group and  Early Cretaceous  Gates Formation of 
the  Fort St.  John  Group.  The  Gates Formation contains 
70  per  cent of commercially  attractive  coal  measures 
(Smith, 1989). Coals of the Jurassic-Cretaceous  Minnes 
Group and  the  Late Cretaceous Wapiti Formation are  gener- 
ally considered to be  economically unattractive. 

Structurally, the area is characterized by folding and 
thrust faulting, resulting in thickening of some of. the  coal 

coal seam in the  Wapiti  Formation. In terms of coal quality, 
seams.  The  least structural deformation is observed in the 

most of the seams in  the  region are classified as medium 
volatile with excellent  coking  characteristics  and low S U I -  
phur, usually less than 1 per  cent.  The rank of coals in the 
Gates and Gething  formations is in the range  from  high- 

coal is of much  lower  rank, high-volatile C. 
volatile A to low-volatile, whereas the Wapiti Formation 

Early Cretaceous  Gates Formation seams  are  charac- 
terized by relatively low vitrinite  and  high  inertinite con- 
tents with negligible  liptinite  (Lamberson et ul., 1991; 
Marchioni  and Kalkreuth, 1991). The  lithotype  composition 
of coal  siams is highly variable, reflecting  various deposi- 
tional conditions  during peat formation. In some  seams 
banded  lithotypes  are  predominant, in others  brighter 
lithotypes are the most abundant,  but generally  banded 

appearance of some lithotypes is due either to the presence 
lithotypes are characteristic of the  Gates  coals.  The dull 

of mineral  matter, or an abundance of inertodetrinite and 
mineral  matter.  particularly  quartz  (Marchioni  and 

According to Lamberson et  ul. (1991) differences in 
Kalkreuth,  1991)  or  close proximity to clastic  partings. 
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1ithot)pe  stratigraphy are  due to variations in ground-water 
level as well as differences  between  wetland  types. These 

environment  from forest swamps (dry and wet) to dry  herb- 
lithotypes  represent  a continuous  change in depositional 

aceous  or shrubby  marshes. 
Coal seams from  the  upper  part of Gething Formation are 

in general  composed predominantly of bright  lithotypes. 
The reported  maceral analysis for  these seams has shown 
that they are rather low (66%) in vitrinite  content  and high 
in inertinite macerals,  mainly semifusinite  and  micrinite. 
The mineral  matter  content is exceptionally low. The  car- 
bonate minerals  (mostly  calcite)  occur in cleats  and fill 
cavities in semifusinite and  fusinite: clays  occur  more rarely 
and  are  associated with massive vitrinite (Cook,  1972). 

mation is the only seam in this formation with possible 
The coal at the  base of the  Late Cretaceous Wapiti For- 

economic potential. It contains a  great  deal of mineral 
matter both from the  dirt bands  (partings) and  inherent in 
the coal. 

EAST KOOTNECY COALFIELD 

confined  to the Mist Mountain  Formation of the Jurassic- 
The  coal-bearing  strata in southeast British Columbia  are 

Cretaceous  Kootenay  Group. Mist Mountain  coals  are 
between high and  low-volatile  bituminous rank (Smith, 

graphic  thickness of the formation  (Grieve, 1985). Coal 
1989). Coal beds comprise 8 to 12 per cent of the strati- 

seams in the lower part of the formation tend to be thicker 
and  more  continuous,  and in some  instances  structural 
deformation has  resulted in substantial  thickening of seams 
(Grieve, 1985: Smith, 1989). 

Formation has  tremendous  impact not only  on the mining 
Structural deformation of coals in the Mist Mountain 

methods used but also on the coal quality.  Faulting  and 

of the seams, and in many cases discontinuity of the seams 
folding  have  created  many problems in terms of correlation 

has  complicated  mine  planning  and  development.  The 
quality of coal has been deteriorated as a result of shearing 
(Bustin,  1982). 

varies  from inertinite-rich to vitrinite-rich, from the base to 
Petrographic  composition of the  Mist Mountain coals 

the top of the formation  (Cameron, 1912; Grieve, 1985). 
This reflects a systematic variation in depositional  environ- 
ments,  changing  from an upper  to a lower  delta plain (Cam- 
eron, 1972). In terms of lithotype  composition  this is 
reflected by a brightening-upward  (increasing in bright 
lithotypes) tendency in these  coals. 

SAMPLE  SELECTION FOR 
WASHABILITY  STUDY 

province were compiled from the Ministry's  collection of 
Washability  data  for  bulk  samples  from  across  the 

coal exploration  assessment reports.  Data  from  the south- 

here, as the  majority of commercially producing seams  are 
east and  northeast  coalfields  were  chosen  for  comparison 

found in these  two coalfields.  Economically, the  most sig- 
nificant  coal seams  are in the Gates and Mist Mountain 
formations, therefore,  the  study  was  limited to  seams in 
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these  formations.  For a list of samples  see  Table 4-3-1. The 
following  criteria for sample  selection were applied: 

Only hulk samples representing run-of-mine coal were 
used. 
A limit was  imposed on ash  content of raw coal to 
avoid biases  caused  by out-of-seam  dilution;  only sam- 

considered. 
ples with ash  content of less than 35 per cent were 

The washability data of attritted samples were  pre- 
ferred to the data  on  crushed  samples  (the non-attritted 
sample  data were used when in accordance with the 
particular  coal  preparation  plant  practice). 
Samples  do  not  necessarily  represent  the  whole 
coalfield;  they are rather  considered to be representa- 
tive of the seams which are  contributing to coal  pro- 
duction within the  studied  regions. 
A restriction was also imposed on the top-size of the 
samples;  the (upper limit of the tsp-sire was  restricted 
to  maxima of 150 and 50 millimetres; a lower  size 
limit o f  0.50 millimetre was uniform  for all the 
samples. 
Crushed  samples were used for the liberation  studies; 
in these  tests  the  washability of the coal at a  larger top- 

significantly  lower  sizes. 
size was compared with the same coal crushed to 

METHODS 
To compare washability  characteristics of different  coal 

seams, the following washability  parameters were used: 
yield of clean coal curve,  corresponding yield of rejects,  and 
the  near-gravity  material-distribution curve. For conven- 

assigned to categories according to the yield of their clean 
ience of comparison seams  from both coalfields were 

coal  product at 10 per cent ash. These categories  were as 
follows: yield of clean coal in the  range of 90 to 100 per 
cent; 70 to 90 per cent; and less  than 70 per cent. 

of  seams  from each of the coalfields  falling into  the dif- 
A statistical approach was used to  determine the number 

ferent  categories. 
The degree of washing (N) and washability number  (Wn) 

were also used to further examine the  inherent  washability 
characteristics of  clxal seams.  The  degree  of washing at any 
specific gravity  cui-point is expressed as follows: 

N=T w(a-b) 

where: 
a=the ash  content of the raw coal (feed) 
b=the ash content of the  clean  coal at a  given density of 

w=the yield of clean  coal at a  given  density of separation 

matter  associated with it, there will always be a density of 
For a given coal,  depending  on the  rank,  type  and  mineral 

separation which will maximize  the yield of the cleanest 
product  possible. The  optimum  degree  of washing (N,,p,) is 
then obtained by plotting degree-of-washing values (N) 

value. Degree-of-washing plots were constructed for three 
versus  the density of separation,  and  finding  the  maximum 

yield-of-clean-coal  ranges. 
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separation 

of washing  has specific signi1i:cnnce In ch; racterizin!  the 
The  ash  cnntent of the  clean coal  at  the c ptimum d1:gr:e 

coal. Therefore, i t  is advisable to  express he washa5ility 

coal ash at the optimum level  (Sarkar  and Di s, 1974;  Saskar 
number as the  ratio of the dr:gree of washil g to the clean- 

et a l . .  1977; Sanders and Blo,:)ks, 1986). 1 he washability 
number can be expressed as fdlows: 

where: 
b,,,=ash content at Nopt. 

The  degree of washing  and  washability nt mber take in1.o 
account not only the ash cortmt of the ra\ ' coal hut al!:o 
yield and ash of  clean  coal  The  washzbility numb(:r 
describes the  inherent washability  character  stics o f  a cod 
far better than any of the cla:isical war.habil ty paramcers. 
The washability  index was first introduced by Sarkal  and 
Das  (1974) to outline patterns, of deposition; I condition of 
Indian coal seams. In other !;tudies, wing I he washa1)ilil.y 
number as the  comparative  rleasure  was  recommeldtd 
(Sarkar et ul.,  1977; Sanders arld Brooks, 1,186). 

calculated for  the arbitraril) devised  yieh -of-clean (:o,~l 
For  the present study, th'? washability numbers \ve!'e 

categories.  This allowed  comparison of the  coal seams Fall- 
ing into the  same  range in term!;  of yielti of c ean coal 21 the 
selected  ash  level (10% ash) from  different :egions. 

RESULTS 
The washability  results di:icussed i n  this paper arc: not 

considered to represent  the find coal produ,'t quality From 

comparisons between  various c:ml seams  an( find a way nf 
the  studied  areas. They are arl :ittempt to mike  meanirl~ful 

tion to various  geological  conditions. 
predicting  the changes in Washability characf xistics in rek- 

Y I E L D  OF C L E A N   C O A L .  84ND Q U A L I T Y  O F  
REJECTS 

The clean-coal curve plotted a s  cumulative ash  content :it 
any  given  density of separaton, versus CUI lulative  yield, 
predicts  the  theoretical yield 01 clean  coal It a given ash 
level. This is a strictly techni::al paramete ' which has a 
major  influence  on the ecolwmics of the  mined s(:an~. 
However, comparable yields 801' clean coal a a preseltcted 
ash  level  may be obtained with varying dcErees of diffi- 

LIST  OF  PROPERTIES IIIl:PRESICNTII iC I'EACIZ 
TABLli 4-3-1 

RIVER  AND  EAST KOOYTENAY COAl  .FIELDS 

Quintens 
Beicoun 

Mourn Spieker 
Sukunka 
wapiti 

." 
ELST KC OTENAY 

Bal ner 
Elk I iver 

Ewin PSPP 
Ewin :reek 

For ling 
Grea hills 

tiorrho 3 Ridpe 
Line :reek 



I 
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culty,  due to different inherent coal characteristics. Clean- 
coal curves were plotted  for  a number of seams from the 
two coalfields. The Peace River  coalfield was  represented 
by 24 seams  from three  geological formations.  The majority 
of seams,  however.  are  from the Gates Formation. The East 
Kontenay  coalfield was represented hy 35 seams.  These 
seams were assigned to different categories according to 
their  yield of coal  product at 10 per cent ash.  and  clean-coal 
curves were  plotted in the corresponding ranges  for seams 
from hoth  coalfields  (Figure 4-3-3). 

of twenty-four were in the range of 100 to 90 per cent yield 
For coals  from the Peace  River coalfield, eight seams out 

at 10 per  cent  ash, nine seams were in the  second  highest 
range, 90 to 7 0  per cent yield at I O  per cent  ash, and the 
remaining were assigned to the  lowest  range. The raw  ash as 

reported in Table 443-2. 
well as the top-size of the samples  from hoth coalfields is 

For the seams representing East Kootenay  coalfield only 

gory, eighteen wen: i n  the  middle  range,  and  eleven were in 
six out of thirty-five examined  fell  into  the  high-yield cate- 

the  lowest  yield  range. The  ranges of ash content  and  top- 
sire of the raw coal  samples  from both coalfields  are  also 
given in Table 4-3.-2. 

The clean-coal curves within three  ranges of yields for 
hoth regions,  show quite  a  wide range of coal characteris- 
tics. This is particularly  noticeable for the high-yield range 
for both formations.  Similarly, the  quality of rejects  varies 

cumulative-reject curves  for different  categories of clean- 
significantly  for seams in the same yield category. The 

coal yield for  seams  from the two coalfields  are shown in 
Figure 4-3-4. 

of the seams studied  and  their  stratigraphic  position in the 
There is no consistent trend  between the yield categories 

Gates Formation sequence.  For the  Mist  Mountain  Forma- 
tion, seams  from  the upper part of the formation appear to 
have somewhat higher  yields of clean  coal at I0 per  cent ash 
as  compared  to those in the  middle  and  lower  part of the 
formation. 

clean-coal curve is quite diffic:ult, as the yiel J-ash relalior- 
A comparison of the  washability  character stics usins: the 

ship is very much coal dependtimt, and sufft rs from many 
drawbacks. Above all. it is not a quantitive neasure. 

NEAR-GRAVITY M A T E R I A L   A S  A M 3ASURE: OF 
“EASE OF WASHING” 

separation is considered to be A inore quantiti !e measur:  for 
The amount of material in the  range 20.  of  densil!! of 

comparing the “ease  of  washins”. Difficult es of washing 
are categorized on the basis of the  amount I Nf near-grxuity 
material at the  density of separation for the  desired clcarl- 
coal product (Leonard, 19791. The 2.3.1 s becific gravity 
range  approach assumes that ail mater al ly  ng within this 
range  contributes to difficulties in washing.  However, this 
assumption may not he accurate  for w;lshin;. in mort: cffl- 
cient  separators,  operating mithin much nzrrower ralges 
( e + . ,  20.05 s.g.). Figure 4-3-5 (depicts the  a nount of mar- 
gravity material (k0.I s.g.) Fcr seam: fror I both studied 
coalfields. 

The amount of near-gravity material close to the  density 
of separation rates coal seams  trom P e x e  R ver as muiei.. 
ately difficult to very difficult to wa!.h. T le designxion 
“moderately  difficult” was .migned to th :  two  highest 
clean-coal ranges  and “very dil’ficult’’ to tht lowest rang<:. 
The coal seams  from East Kootmay  co.ilfiell,  are classtfied 
as  “simple” for  the  highest  yield range (3gure 4-.1-5), 
moderately  difficult  for the second  highest r.  lnge and cliff - 
cult  for the coal seams in the  lowest yield c Itegory. 

DEGREE OF W A S H I N G  AI\D W A S H A 1   I L l T Y  
NUMBER 

ranges of yield of clean coal for :seams from t le Peace h v w  
Degree-of-washing plots wt:r:: derived  for the designated 

and East Kootenay coalfields  (Figure 4-3-6 . Very sinikrr 
ranges of optimum  degree of washing were found fol. the 
same yields of clean  coal from both co;ilfielI s. Table 4-3-3 
lists optimum  degree-of-wash.-lg valuzs, a] d washat’ility 

DISTRIBUTIOK  OF  COAL  SEAMS  FROM  PEACE  RIVER  AND  EAST  KOOTENAY  ACCORIIING  TO  THEIR  YIELI) 
TABLE 4-34 

OF CLEAN-COAL  PRODUCT AT 10 PER CENT ASH REPORTED WITH RAW ASH ANI11 TOP-SIZE  )LANCES 

PEACE  RIVER  COALFIELD EAST K O ~ ~ E N A Y  COP LFIELD 
.“ 

RANGE of NUMBER of RAW COAL  TOP 
SAMPLES ASH RANf;E %!E YIELD at SAMPLES ASH RANGE  SIZE 

NUMBER of RAW COIL  TClP 
.” 

100 - 90 
lOO(41 

81241 11.82-14.85 75(31 
50(1 I 

150(41 
90-70 9(241 15.42-28.41 100141 

6(351 8.37-1  3.z 2 1 OC,i:6) 

181351 16.2’1-28.15 lOC(81 
50( 101 

< 70 7C41 21.11-35.00 lOO(61 1 1  (351 23.57-35. IO 1OCl1:61 
75(1 I 50,’!i) -. .” 
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numbers with the corresponding ash of clean coal and 
rejects, and  the  density at the optimum  cut points. 

highest yield of clean coal appears to  be at a  slightly  higher 
The  optimum  cut point for the  Peace River  seams with 

density than for East  Kootenay coal seams.  The washability 
numbers associated with the various  clean-coal yield ranges 
imply  that  Peace  River coals  are  much  more difficult to 
wash to the same clean-coal  product levels than the  East 
Kootenay coals.  The  average washability numher  for  Peace 
River  coals is 88 compared to 136  for  East  Kootenay  coals. 
For the second range 64  compares with 71. For the third 
range  the  washability  numbers  are  not  significantly 
different. 

The important c~~nclusion to be drawn  from  the  data in 
Table 4-3-3 is that even when the clean coal  products at 

the  washability  characteristics vary greatly. In other words, 
narrow yield ranger; are compared within the same coalfield, 

tremendously  between  different seams.  This is evident from 
the difficulties in achieving the same coal  product vary 

yield ranges of clean  coal. 
the wide range of washability  numbers within designated 

The variation in washability  numbers  within  the same 
geological  formatior) varies from 39 to 185. with no consist- 
ency or relation tn stratigraphic position.  The washability 
number of two  adjacent seams  can be ,just as variable (72 to 
142). 

LIBERATION P K I ‘ l E R N S  

The washability of any  coal  seam is very much dependent 
on the top-sire of its representative  sample.  Liberation of 
coal from mineral  matter is usually achieved by reducing 
the  sire of coal by breaking or crushing.  During  breakage 
coal  particles  separate  from  inclusive  minerals. usually 
along the bedding planes. The way in which coal  separates 
from  ash-forming impurities depends on the type and  mode 
of occurrence of minerals as well as the type of coal.  The 
easiest to separate  are  the  epigenetic minerals, whereas 
epiclastic  and  syngenetic minerals are  more  difficult to 

con, 1983: Holuszko  and  Grieve, 1990). 
remove by physical methods (Cook, 1981; Falcon  and Fal- 

cleats, reducing  the  size will l ead  to an easy hysical separa- 
For coals with epigenetic nlinerals concen rated along the 

tion of liberated  minerals,  and  result in an increase i l  the 
yield of clean  coal. For miner:rl!, of epiclastit  origin (c.t iefly 
clays  and  quartz) liberation-separation may be difficult, ;IS 

coarse crushing will not liberate the coal f om  associakd 
minerals. 

Figure 4-3-7 illustrates libel.ation p.%ttem;  for  four  dif- 
ferent coal seams  from the Pm:e River  coa field. All Fonr 
coals are  from  the Gates  Fomtalion. A .educ ion in the t o p  
sire of the run-of-mine  sample resultsd in a subsmtial 
increase in the yield of clean ma1 (a); ncrease i n  the 
yield of clean coal  (b);  almost n o  increase n the yield of 
clean  coal (c): and  no increase i-I the yidd of clean cod1 (dl. 
This is reflected in the  increase of the wash: bility number, 
for  coals  a, b,  and c, and  a  sllght  decrease i l  value  for  the 
fourth  coal. 

The liberation  characteristics of the Four I oak are 1 \lite 
different, indicating wide variations  in the n ode of occur- 
rence of mineral  matter in these !seams. From he analys :; of 
washability  numbers, i t  is seer1 that caly i l  the cas: of 
seams  (a) and (b) can the ea% of washing a! d recover) of 
clean  coal be improved by sizd reducticn. Fc. seam (cl th,: 
reduction in size has  almost no positive  effec on the w ~ s h -  
ability  number. An interesting I.rcnd is observc d in seam Id), 
where  crushing  to a  smaller sire  leads  to a de x a s e  in C I S B  
of washing.  However,  there is IX indication o a decrease: in 
the yield of clean  coal. This  inplies that tk z washab lit), 
number detects  changes in ease of washing  tetter than the 
clean-cod curve does. 

various levels of crushing will a:d in assessin : the mode 01‘ 
Systematic  computation of  washability  number: a :  

association of mineral  matter with coal, and the exten 01’ 

liberation of mineral  matter from coal. 

SUMMARY AND CONICILUSIONS 
This  comparative study of washability of :oal samrles 

from two  major  British Columl)i.:l coalfidds r. :suited in  the 
following  conclusions: 

TABLE 4-3-3 
CHARACTERISTICS AT OPTIMUM  “DEGREE OF WASHING”  FOR  SEAMS  FROM  THE PE:A.CE RII.  ER  AND  EAST 

KOOTENAY  COALFIELDS 

RANGE of DEGREE of WASHING ASH in CLEAN ASH in REJECTS  DENSITX of WASHABILITY 

10%ASH MIN-MAX AVG MIN-MAX AVG MIN-MAX AVG 
YIELD at COAL at  Nopt SEPARATICIN  NI  IMSER 

_.” .- 

MIN-M 4X A llG 
”” ” 

PEACE  RIVER  COALFIELO 

100-50 40.4-56.7 47.3 3.5.6.2 5 16.5-46.7 321 1.42 
90-70 40.8-51.9 45.8 5.7-8.5 7.3 25.6-73.91 57.3 54-9( &I 

68-16 3 813 

< 70 
1.48 

30.3-47.5 37.5 9.3-14.5 11.5 45.01-75.9 56.8 1.57  21-51 33 -.____ ”” 

EAST  KOOTENAY  COALFIELD 

100-90 
90-70 

41.3-55.0 49.9 
39.6-54.2 

2.9-5.4 4 20.9-34.4 24.7 1.36 76-1 8 i 
48 5.4-9.4 7.7 

73fi 

< 70 29.6-44.3 39.3 
27.5-76.8 52.6 1.49 

8.6-13.8 
45-10 

70.4 38.8-68.1 56.9 
7:’  

1.55 _, 22-51 39- 
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0 Washability  characteristics of seams  from both  the 

to the same  extent.  Seventeen out of twenty-four  sam- 
Peace River and East Kootenay  coalfields  are  variable 

ples from the Peace  River  coalfield yielded more than 

compared to twenty-four  out of thirty-five from  East 
70 per  cent of clean-coal product at I O  per  cent ash, as 

Kootenay. 
0 The  quality of rejects is highly  variable  for samples 

falling into  the  three  different ranges of clean-coal 
yield at I O  per cent  ash, in both coalfields. 

0 From the amount of near-gravity material (i 10 s.g.) at 

clean  coal, the East Kootenay seams  yielding the most 
the density of separation  required for good quality 

clean-coal  product were classified as simple to  wash, 
whereas the seams  from  Peace  River  falling into  the 
Same category  were found  to be moderately  difficult to 

0 The  "optimum  degree of washing" and the ash content 
wash. 

of clean cnal were found  to be very similar  for  seams 
from both coalfields,  however, washability numbers 
obtained  for  different  ranges of yield of  clean coal 

A 

coalfield  than for Peace River. This was especially true 
were found  to he much greater for the East  Kootenay 

for the seams yielding  the most  clean coal I100-Y0% 
yield range), which were from the upper half o f  the 

numbers  for  the  East  Kootenay seams implies that 
Mist  Mountain Formation.  The  higher  uashability 

these seams can he washed much  more easily lo the 
same clean  coal  product  than  their counterparts  from 
Peace River. 

0 There is no significant trend or correlation  between  the 
washability number and  stratigraphic  position in the 
Gates Formation coals. 

0 The great  variation in washability numbers within both 
coalfields indicates  diversity  in ease of washing among 

0 Examples of different liberation  patterns of coal  during 
these seams. 

size reduction confirms significant  variation in wash- 
ing characteristics:  the  washability number is a better 
indicator of the  liberation  characteristics of cwal than 
the clean-coal  curve  derived  from classical  washability 
parameters. 

B 
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Figure 4-3-7. Liberation  patterns for four cnals from  the Peace River  coalfield. 
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FUTURE PLANS 

lithotype  composition. Lithotypes  are useful indicators not 
The  quality of any seam is very closely related to its 

only of the  original environment of coal formation, but also 
of the  physical  and  mechanical  properties of coal. I t  is 

indicative  of the washability  characteristics of a given  coal 
imponant  to  examine the  extent to which lithotypes  can  be 

Seam. 

In  the future this study will focus on lithotype  and 
petrographic  analyses of various  coal seams in order to 
elucidate their  influence on washability  characteristics.  To 
this end, a  number of lithotype  samples were collected from 
the  East  Kootenay  coalfield during 1991. The sampling 
program was arranged in cooperation with Dr. Alex Cam- 
eron of the Institute of Sedimentary  Petroleum  and Geology 
in Calgary.  Lithotype sampling of Peace River  coal seams is 
planned  for next year. The  emphasis will be on finding  a 
way of predicting the ease of washing  from  lithotype com- 
position.  A  further ;rim of this  project is to investigate  the 
viability of adopting the  washability  number  for use in the 
new International Coal Classification System  (Alpem et 01.. 
1989). 

Systematic analysis of the  possible  applications of the 

ment of various  technical  procedures (e.g.  sampling, blend- 
degree of washing  and  washability number to the improve- 

ing)  and  coal  preparation  technologies will also be a part of 
this  project. 
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